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Scouting Report: QB Chris Streveler, So. Dakota St  

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked Wonderlic test 

results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 
Chris Streveler enters the NFL Draft party with the following credentials – his FCS conference’s Offensive 
Player of the Year and the runner-up for the Walter Payton Award (the FCS Heisman). 
Considering/ignoring the one game he was hurt in 2017, Streveler averaged 403 yards of total offense 
per game…32 passing TDs (8 INTs) and 11 rushing TDs. From a performance standpoint, Streveler was 
the ‘it’ QB prospect from the FCS.  

But is he Carson Wentz or Jimmy Garoppolo, or a Kyle Sloter legit type of FCS QB prospect for the 
NFL…or is he a Peter Lalich or Brock Jensen type of high producing FCS prospect who won’t sniff the 
NFL? That is the question.  

The answer lies somewhere in between. I don’t see the instant ‘it’ factor with Streveler that I saw with 
Jimmy Garoppolo or Kyle Sloter, but I see more prospect hope than I did with Brock Jensen. Maybe, 
he’s a lesser version of Carson Wentz, but we didn’t think Wentz would star in the NFL either. Wentz is a 
good comparison point…similar division, etc.  

Wentz has the physical measurables advantage – a little taller than the 6’2”+ Streveler, a little stronger 
of an arm, and a better/more lethal runner…but Streveler has an NFL arm and decent wheels (720 yards 
rushing, 11 TDs in 2017).  

Where I think Streveler has an advantage over Wentz, comparing them coming into the NFL 
Draft…Streveler is a much better, more competent, more practiced/executed medium-deep thrower. 
Wentz wasn’t asked to be a deep-ball thrower at North Dakota State and it wasn’t his forte coming into 
the league, but he’s made a jump from year one to two in the NFL. Streveler worked downfield a lot 
more in college and looks more comfortable doing so.  

The big advantage Wentz has over Streveler…and is the potential doom for Streveler as a legit NFL 
prospect – people fell in love with Wentz right away. He got a Senior Bowl invite and a hype train 
started. Streveler has had no such luck. Streveler is probably doomed to an undrafted free agent status 
and grinding for years to get an opportunity…and never really groomed on purpose for said opportunity.  

I don’t know that Streveler deserves the push either. He’s good but not ‘wow’. He’s someone the NFL 
could work with/develop over time, but the NFL does not do such things well. You are either ‘the man’ 
and getting a lot of time/reps or your persona non-grata, working with the backup to the backups and 
playing forgettable time in the 4th-quarter of a preseason game or two. Streveler has some skills to 
work with but not enough for NFL teams to make major plans around it. 

Watching Streveler on tape, I can see he has legit instincts for the QB position. He finds his way to 
locating medium-deep receivers and making the throws. He has a solid, NFL-strength arm with a quick 
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release and can get a ball downfield properly. He works comfortable in a pocket and moves around in it 
well. The foundation of an NFL QB exists.  

However, Streveler is also a bit raw…a bit too ‘FCS’. He will run at the drop of a hat…and that’s part of 
his FCS charm, but he’s not a scary runner for the NFL. Streveler is also ‘too comfortable’ making a lot of 
one-read/no read throws and letting players make plays…and it works for the FCS, but at the next level 
he’ll be in trouble of turnovers and that will get him pushed further down the food chain of an NFL 
roster. Streveler would need time to develop with the offense and he’s not going to get that time in the 
NFL, but he’s not such a talent that he will light up the world despite all the barriers…like Kyle Sloter 
jumped in and became a preseason star for the Broncos against all odds last season. Streveler isn’t on 
that level.  

I like Streveler the QB. I like his character. I like the fundamentals to work with…I wouldn’t write him off, 
but I know what will happen to him in the NFL – he’s going to get lost and have a mountain of road 
blocks set in front of him, and I don’t think he’s ‘that good’ to overcome them and create a great story. 
It’s not impossible he breaks through someday, but it’s unlikely. It’s a shame. He could be great in the 
CFL.  

 

Chris Streveler, Through the Lens of Our QB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Streveler started his career at the University of Minnesota. He wasn’t getting a shot at playing time so 
they took a look at him as a WR, TE, and H-back. Ultimately, Streveler decided to transfer and he 
became the starting QB right away in 2016. He hit the ground running – his first season he didn’t rack 
big passing yards but was dropping several 2+ TD pass games and rushed for 100+ yards five-times in his 
first year at QB for South Dakota. In 2017, his passer totals went higher as he cut back on some of the 
running. 

23 games as a starter for South Dakota in 2016 and 2017… 

Had at least 2 TD passes in 15 of 23 career games. 

Rushed for 20 TDs. 

Threw for 300+ yards nine times.  

Over 60.0% completion percentage in each of his last nine games in college.  

In his final college game, a playoff game versus Sam Houston State – 520 yards passing, 5 passing TDs 
and 1 rushing TD.  

Streveler has statistical signs of a better than average FCS QB prospect as a passer for the NFL. 
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Our early estimates for Streveler’s measurables would be 6’2”+, closer to 6’3” and 225 pounds with 4.7-
4.5 speed in the 40-time. His arm speed would project around 51-53 MPH.  

 

The Historical QB Prospects to Whom Chris Streveler Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Our system compares Streveler more with ‘college good but failed-to-launch’ QB prospects of the past. 
Guys who could hang in the NFL but never ‘happened’ in the NFL. I fear that’s Streveler’s lot in NFL-life. 

 

QB-
Score 

QB Yr College H W Adj 
Comp 

Pct 

Adj Yds 
per 

Comp 

Adj 
Pass 

per TD 

Adj 
Pass 
Per 
INT 

5.711 Streveler, Chris 2018 So. Dakota 74.3 225 63.2% 12.9 16.9 59.8 

4.511 Thompson, Dylan 2015 So. Carolina 74.1 225 58.9% 12.9 18.1 49.8 

5.882 West, Jordan 2017 E. Wash. 75.6 220 62.5% 12.6 14.0 35.6 

8.762 Savage, Tom 2014 Pittsburgh 76.2 235 60.9% 13.0 16.6 56.0 

7.144 Petty, Bryce 2015 Baylor 74.6 229 62.7% 14.6 15.5 43.3 

6.888 Radcliff, Ryan 2013 C. Michigan 74.4 222 58.8% 13.6 17.2 42.5 

6.131 Lalich, Peter 2013 Cal (Pa) 76.1 235 62.8% 14.1 14.8 32.9 

  

 

*“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of opponent. 

**A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going on to become NFL good-to-great. 

A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for becoming great-to-elite.  

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL (2014–on). Depending 

upon the system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB can do fine in today’s NFL—with the 

right circumstances…but they are not ‘the next Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys.  

 

 

2018 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Streveler might have enough size, arm strength, and college success to get him a late look in the draft. 
He should be more of a 4th or 5th-round prospect but will probably be a 6th-7th-round pick or go 
undrafted. 
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If I were an NFL GM, and I was looking to add a late round guy to work with for a year and see what 
happened…Streveler would be on my short list.   

 

NFL Outlook:    

Streveler is going to have to persist and grind his way to an opportunity. No one is likely to give him a 
fair push. He might make it if he catches a break/falls into the right place at the right time but the odds 
are he’ll have a lot of roadblocks and be forgotten in a few years.  
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